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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In this video, John Leake, a true crime author, and Dr. Peter McCullough discuss their new book,

"The Courage to Face COVID-19: Preventing Hospitalization and Death While Battling the Bio-

Pharmaceutical Complex." As noted by McCullough, the focus of the book is not really COVID; it's

about crime. It's about the crimes perpetrated against patients, doctors and others.

"I have been stripped of virtually everything in my career because I've tried to help

patients," McCullough says. "And most of the stripping occurred even before the vaccines

came about.

This is astonishing. I'm the most published person in my =eld, in the world ... I have over

650 citations in the National Library of Medicine; over 1,000 publications on the interface

between heart and kidney disease.

I've lectured at the New York Academy of Sciences, the FDA [U.S. Food and Drug

Administration], the European Medicine Agency (EMA). I'm in the upper echelon of

academic physicians in the world.

But because I innovated — I got an investigational new drug application, I got large grant

funding, I devised ways of treating patients, I worked with others, I demonstrated that it

works, I testi=ed in the U.S. Senate, helped the White House the best I could when they

reached out to me — because of that, I was stripped of my job as an academic physician.

Fortunately, I changed employers and kept my practice going. I've been stripped of two

major editorships, two professorships. I've been stripped of every NIH committee, every

Industry Clinical Trial Committee. And the unique thing about the stripping is, there's no

courtesy call, there's no due process, no explanation.

Anything contractually that indicates due process is completely violated. No faculty

senate, no board meetings or approvals. So, when it happens, it's simply, 'You're stripped

off this activity that you've done, or position held in some cases, for decades.'"

As noted by Leake, what we've seen during these COVID years is a reversion back to a pre-

scientiLc era of immutable orthodoxy, much like the counter reformation in Europe during the

Inquisition of the late 1500s and early 1600s.

There was no due process then and there's no due process now. Someone accused you of being in

league with the devil, and you were summarily declared guilty and/or tortured until you agreed.

Today, we have federal agencies and Washington bureaucrats, none of whom has ever treated a

COVID patient, deciding what doctors can and cannot do for a COVID patient, and going outside

those recommendations is a heresy punishable by excommunication.

"Fortunately, I'm not in the gallows somewhere, physically chained to a stake," McCullough

says, "but I can tell you, what's going on is a form of cyber warfare, professional warfare."

Professional Warfare

May 26, 2022, McCullough received a letter, simultaneously sent to almost every doctor who has

spoken out and tried to help COVID patients, including Drs. Pierre Kory, Paul Marik, Denise Sibley

and others.

The letter was a notice of professional review. McCullough is board certiLed in both internal

medicine and cardiology, and has maintained those licenses for four decades, with a perfect track

record. The American Board of Internal Medicine is now threatening to revoke his certiLcation. He

goes on:

"They are attacking one of the top people in medicine, and in the attack, it says 'You have

made public statements that may lead to someone not taking a vaccine.' That's actually

what's stated in the letter. So, this is under the pretext that people should be taking

vaccines, that there shouldn't be any fair balance or any discussion on risk and bene=ts.

And they picked out =ve statements that I made under oath in the Texas Senate. Let me

tell you what, when you give Senate testimony ... you raise your hand and [promise to] say

the whole truth, nothing but the truth. And you're going to answer the questions to the

best of your ability, which is what I did.

I am now in a process of professional reprisal for sworn statements under oath. This

should be a warning to every nurse, every engineer, every lawyer, everybody who now is

trying to help America or [is] involved in some process where statements made under

oath can lead to professional attack.

Of course, I've done a response letter. I have evidence to cite every single statement

made. Sen. Johnson stepped up and he called out the American Board and said, 'Listen,

let's just meet about this. Let's have a round table discussion on the issues at hand.'

The American Board of Internal Medicine (ABIM) has stonewalled him. The Association of

American Physicians & Surgeons has =led a lawsuit against ABIM [for] this act of

professional reprisal. I'm publicly damaged by the American Board of Internal Medicine.

As we sit here today, the American Board of Internal Medicine says they're going to do a

closed review. They will not let me attend my own meeting or even understand the

discussions that take place. To my knowledge, not a single person on this credentialing

committee is an expert on COVID-19. They don't have the expertise that I have on the

problem at hand."

At present, McCullough is in private practice in Dallas, Texas. However, in order to be able to be on

call at the hospital, he must maintain staff privileges, and to do that, he must be board certiLed.

Without board certiLcation, he cannot work with insurance companies. So, being stripped of one

or both certiLcations would have severe professional consequences.

Even if the ABIM doesn't go through with it, a certain amount of damage has already been done.

"People's lives are in our hands and we must maintain the most forward-facing, beyond-reproach

status with our boards," he says. "I've now been permanently tarnished, no matter what comes out

of this review."

History Repeating Itself

Leake has long been fascinated by the tragic story of Dr. Ignaz Semmelweis, which ended up

serving as a foundation for the story in "The Courage to Face COVID-19."

Semmelweis was a Hungarian physician working in the Vienna General Hospital's Lrst obstetrical

clinic. For some reason, the maternal mortality was three times higher in the doctors' wards

compared to the midwives' wards, and around 1847, Semmelweis intuited that the lethal puerperal

fever (childbed fever) that was killing these women might be related to the fact that the doctors

also worked in the morgue.

"He proposed that anatomy students wash their hands with chlorinated lime, and quickly,

the incidence of fever in this maternity clinic dropped down to less than 1%," Leake says.

"It was a staggering mortality rate prior to this procedure. I think it was up to 18% at one

point ...

So, professor Semmelweis makes this observation — he actually does some pretty solid

documentary statistical analysis of what he's observing — and how do the medical

imminence of Europe react at this time?

They say, 'You're crazy. There's no basis for making this postulation for any of your

conclusions. You're nuts.' And he loses his professorship and ultimately dies in an insane

asylum. That always haunted me. He was later vindicated, as we know, but not without

suffering a massive penalty.

I had this story in my head. I even thought about writing a screenplay about it. Fast

forward, SARS-CoV-2 arrives, and I began to perceive that it's the same thing as the

Semmelweis story. Our so-called purported authorities are imposing an orthodoxy, and

anyone who questions the orthodoxy, like Dr. McCullough, is stripped [of their credentials].

So that's the basic drama of the story. Pioneering doctors who had the courage to actually

treat COVID, to learn as fast as they could, as much as they could, and then to advocate

for the treatment of COVID, and like Semmelweis were heavily persecuted. And so, it's a

true crime story based on this medical drama. It's part true crime, part medical thriller."

Leake interviewed a range of people for the book, to get their Lrst-hand accounts. And, again, as

stressed by McCullough, these stories reveal a crime — perhaps the biggest crime of all time.

Follow the Money

As noted by Leake, Lnancial incentives clearly played a role in the hospital massacres that

occurred:

"The Cares Act, signed into law, I believe on March 26, 2020, created all of this pandemic

response money that was generated out of thin air by our government. Overnight, with the

stroke of the keyboard, about $2 trillion were created for pandemic response.

And people who were admitted to hospital, even if they just had a positive PCR test but

were admitted for other symptoms, injuries or other illnesses, were coded as COVID

patients. And there was of a host of =nancial incentives to hospitals for doing that. That

alone was rather disturbing.

But what I found extremely disturbing was that the hospitals received a 20% bonus on the

entire hospital bill if the hospital used Remdesivir. So, a massive =nancial incentive, and

this was the guideline:

If the patient required supplemental oxygen, the hospital received a 20% bonus on the full

hospital bill for administering Remdesivir, which is an emergency use authorization

product, a patented product that had grave safety concerns, particularly with respect to

kidney and liver damage.

Even the WHO concluded it should not be used on patients. Nevertheless, this perverse

incentive remained for U.S. hospitals. I spoke with many nurses who said it was like a

well-conducted, trained schedule. About day six or seven, the urine output started to

diminish. There were clear signs of kidney damage from the administration of Remdesivir.

So that was extremely disturbing.

The other thing was, patients or their families who read the FLCCC protocol or the

McCullough protocol, and started requesting things like ivermectin — even things that had

been around forever, extra strength aspirin ... to reduce thrombosis — even these things

were denied to the hospitalized patients.

The families would beg, would plead, 'Please administer ivermectin.' Nothing else is being

offered by the hospital's own admission. The patient is headed for the ventilator and is

probably going to die, yet the hospitals and their hired gun attorneys would =ght tooth and

nail, even in the face of a court order, [against administering] some of these McCullough

protocol drugs, in some cases, going to the extent of jouting a court order.

A judge would say, 'You have to administer ivermectin, extra strength aspirin, whatever it

is that the patients are asking for,' in the hearing. The patient's family would get a court

order, but the hospitals would still refuse to administer it.

I heard numerous stories in different jurisdictions, some in New York, some in Texas, in

which nothing was offered to the patients — on the contrary, denied, denied, denied until

the end. And the outcome was death for the patient."

Immunity Provisions and Organized Crime

To date, no hospital has been held to account for ignoring a court order. There have been no legal

ramiLcations whatsoever, even when it resulted in death.

"So, there's an element in this story that I think the American people need to awaken to.

I'm down here in Mexico and people talk about Mexican corruption. If you get pulled over

by a cop, you might have to grease his palm. In the United States, our corruption, I think, is

multiple orders of magnitude higher, namely, it's not that we disobey the law, we just

change the law.

There's this rule by pharmaceutical industry lobbyists, who have deployed an army on

Capitol Hill. We see it in the Cures Act of 2005, and in the Cares Act of 2016 — there are

all of these blanket immunity provisions in these massive emergency statutes where,

should there be, by the judgment of federal health agencies, a pandemic ... if the

Department of Health and Human Services declares an emergency, then two things

happen.

An immense amount of money is generated out of thin air and distributed to the bio-

pharmaceutical complex. That's the =rst thing. The second thing is, any medical

professional who is the recipient of these funds is granted immunity for using these

emergency use products. So, great work, if you can get it.

You get =lthy rich receiving federal funds, if an emergency is declared, and if the patient is

injured, then you're fully indemni=ed. So, it's a massive, organized complex that has

resulted in what I think the reader can only conclude is crime. It's criminal conduct."

Predictions and Prognostications

Right now, it appears we're in a lull. Few communities are in lockdown. Mask requirements are

rare, and efforts to push for COVID jab mandates have stalled. The question is, what's next?

McCullough weighs in:

"We have implicitly moved from a COVID zero aim, where we would get to zero cases, to a

COVID inevitable situation where it's inevitable everyone's going to get it. The question is

when. When the Spanish ju swept through the United States, there wasn't any of these

things that we talk about, and it took about two years. It basically exhausted itself.

The goal of so many things was to slow the spread. And I think, probably the spread was

slowed and we've actually prolonged the agony. COVID does appear to be inevitable.

There may be a small fraction who are spared. When I do large public programs,

thousands of people attend, and about 70% to 90% of people raise their hand and say

they've had [COVID].

June 27, 2022, in the Texas Senate, the dean of the University of Texas School of Public

Health in Houston presented data from a large sample using a high-grade research assay

for exposure to SARS-CoV-2. The conclusion is 99% seroprevalence. Everyone's been

exposed to this [virus].

Now it's just the issue of who's going to have, essentially, the manifestation of a common

cold, or a little bit worse. The hospitals are empty. I can tell you at this point in time, the

emergency is long gone. I think the emergency or any threat of overrunning the hospitals

ended in January 2021.

Yet the administration has extended the emergency claim. There are still large employers

that have not returned to the workplace ... What I predict will happen is, we will have

multivalent COVID-19 vaccines in the fall, and then we're going to see a change in the

messaging.

The messaging is going to be, 'Listen, the =rst-generation vaccines weren't so good, but

now the new ones are so much better. Everybody has to take it' ... The claim will be made,

'You have to take the vaccine to prevent COVID from coming back.' Watch out for that."

Why Variants Don't Need To Be Feared

As for COVID-19, McCullough predicts there will be additional variants, and that they'll become

progressively milder over time, becoming indistinguishable from the common cold, which rarely

needs prescription drug intervention. Viricidal nasal washes can help reduce viral load in the nose

and throat, and nutraceuticals and supplements can help speed recovery. My favorite go-to is

nebulized hydrogen peroxide.

If you've had COVID and are fretting about newer variants that have mutated to evade natural

immunity — relax. If you haven't gotten the jab and get reinfected with the BA.5 or other variant,

understand that this exposure essentially works like an "immunization booster" and will radically

improve your immune response to future variants.

As noted by McCullough, we're now learning just how important it is to have an intact immune

system to be able to respond to this virus and all its variants. What the gene therapy program has

achieved is widespread immune imprinting, which basically directs the immune system to the

wrong target once a new variant arises.

This is why most of the serious COVID infections are now occurring in those who have received

one or more COVID jabs. In a nutshell, their immune systems have been compromised. The

unvaccinated, on the other hand, their immune systems are well-equipped to handle variants, and

if one slips through, it acts as a "booster" that reprograms the immune system to be alert to an

even broader range of variants.

Will There Be a Reckoning?

Without doubt, crimes have been committed. The question is, will anyone be held accountable for

what they've done? Will anyone be held accountable for all the people killed and injured?

Leake points out that, historically, large-scale psyops such as this one typically leave the

population in a confused and weary state where they're unable to hold leadership accountable.

And, as long as new emergencies keep coming, everyone just forgets about the wrong that was

done earlier.

"We know from the =nancial crisis in 2008, we know in the invasion of Iraq under false

pretenses, in 2003, there wasn't really any accountability. What seems to happen is, there

will be a certain critical mass of growing awareness of what happened, but then we lurch

on to the next emergency. And the public's attention is then distracted ...

It seems the American people are constantly having our attention directed from one crisis

to the next. So, I'm not particularly hopeful. We hope that people will read our book in its

narrative form. I think it will enable people to understand what has happened for the last

two and a half years, and we hope that with growing awareness, maybe there can be a

reckoning."

Who's Really in Charge of Our Health Policy?

While individuals within U.S. health agencies such as the Food and Drug Administration and the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention clearly need to be held to account for their reckless

public health decisions, international players — the medical industrial complex — need to be held

to account as well. That's the real power base behind these COVID crimes. Leake explains:

"The medical industrial complex is a group of international foundations, the Bill & Melinda

Gates Foundation, The Rockefeller Foundation and the Wellcome Trust, working in close

orchestration with the World Economic Forum in Switzerland.

These international foundations — and this is not a theory, this is well documented — have

assiduously taken over and are now driving international health policy.

All you have to do is look at their own documents and you'll see that what they completely,

100%, favor as a response to any emerging infectious disease, whether it's real, perceived,

exaggerated, made in a lab — it doesn't matter what it is and what the true threat posed by

it is — it's always the same monolithic response: vaccine development and deployment.

And the thing that we have marveled at in our research is that this is completely out in the

open. None of these principled players has tried to conceal their agenda. They openly

speak about it. They do pandemic planning simulations that are videoed and released to

the world.

They have business plans that they circulate on the internet to prospective investors and

their vaccine development programs. This is all just plainly out in the open. We know who

is driving this. We know they are immensely well-capitalized and connected to the media,

the pharmaceutical industry and the pharmaceutical lobbying industry in Washington.

They're the ones that are driving this policy."

Prepare, Prepare, Prepare

The British National Health Service has already announced it's planning for the "biggest

vaccination drive in history" come this fall.  The nations of the world are working in lockstep, so

be prepared for a massive vaccination campaign after the U.S. midterms.

If you suspect your employer might impose a vaccine mandate, start looking for a new job now, to

insulate yourself from unnecessary stress. So many have lost their lives by giving in to coercion.

So, situate yourself in such a way that you don't have to submit to it.

"I completely agree," McCullough says. "A method of staying healthy is to not take

injections of the genetic code for the lethal Wuhan spike protein that was devised in a bio-

security lab in China. Keep the foreign genetic material out of your body.

I think people should look at their vulnerabilities with respect to their investments, their

civil liberties, their personal relationships. Things could get pretty rough this fall. There's

no doubt about it. There seems to be no protection of civil liberties at this point in time.

Freedom of speech is gone; due process is gone."

Also, take steps to improve your overall health. In July 2022, the Journal of the American College

of Cardiology  posted an update on the metabolic Ltness or hexibility of the American population.

Previously, 88% were metabolically unLt. Now it's over 93%. Metabolic Ltness includes things like

blood glucose and blood sugar, blood pressure and weight. This means 14 out of 15 Americans

could beneLt from improving their metabolic health. Diet can also make a tremendous difference.

McCullough comments:

"There's a very good paper that speci=cally analyzed diet and categorized diet in a

continuum from very healthy to very unhealthy, and those who had the healthiest diets

had the lowest frequency of SARS-CoV-2 and the lowest risk of hospitalization and death.

That's a prospective cohort, well-done study. So, it's about survival of the =ttest. If there's

anything we've learned with SARS-CoV-2, it's that there's an opportunity for health

redemption. Now's the time to get on the healthy train."

In closing, be sure to pick up a copy of "The Courage to Face COVID-19: Preventing

Hospitalization and Death While Battling the Bio-Pharmaceutical Complex." It's a real page-turner.

Leake has done a magniLcent job of threading all the stories together, such that it reads like a

novel while still being highly informative.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!
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John Leake, a true crime author, and Dr. Peter McCullough have written a new book, “The Courage to Face COVID-19: Preventing

Hospitalization and Death While Battling the Bio-Pharmaceutical Complex,” revealing the crimes perpetrated by the medical industrial complex

against patients, doctors and the public at large

'

What we’ve seen during these COVID years is a reversion back to a pre-scientiLc era of immutable orthodoxy, much like the counter

reformation in Europe during the Inquisition in the late 1500s and early 1600s. There was no due process then and there’s no due process now

'

The American Board of Internal Medicine is threatening to revoke McCullough’s certiLcation — which essentially would shut down his ability to

be employed — because in fair-balance he “made public statements that may lead to someone not taking a vaccine”

'

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention need to be held to account for their reckless public

health decisions, but the real power base behind these COVID crimes, which must also be held to account, is the medical industrial complex —

a conglomerate of international foundations, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, The Rockefeller Foundation, the Wellcome Trust and the

World Economic Forum

'

In order for there to be a reckoning, a supciently large portion of the population must demand accountability, stay on-task, and not allow

themselves to be distracted by the latest “emergency,” whether real or fabricated

'
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Planned genocide. As Michel Chossudovsky is a Canadian economist and author, emeritus professor of economics at the University of
Ottawa and president and director of the Center for Research on Globalization puts it, lies and falsehoods have been used to maintain the
legitimacy of the policy mandates of COVID-19, and the suppression of fundamental human rights. People around the world were led to
believe that Big Pharma's COVID-19 vaccine shots were the "solution." A structure of “global governance” dominated by powerful Lnancial
interests is developing that undermines democracy and the institutions of civil society, it is a planned project that destroys people's lives..

New actuarial report reaprms death trail caused by vaccine mandates. This is the reality: Edward Dowd dropped a bombshell using the
CDC's own data to show an 84% increase in excess mortality among the millennial cohort, temporally related to the introduction of
vaccination mandates. “So the window is closing on what I call the merchants of death, the dealers of death. The evidence is becoming
overwhelming.” thevigilantfox.substack.com/.../smoking-gun-new-actuarial-report  (08/2022) At a recent Action Alliance event in
Nuremberg, Germany, CHD President Mary Holland called for action not to let those behind the Wuhan coronavirus pandemic get off the
hook for their crimes against humanity.

"For more than 75 years, the Nuremberg Code has been a beacon of light: all medical and legal regulations have been based on it since
1947," said Holland. "The Nuremberg Code is the foundation of modern medical ethics." Unfortunately for those who have already received
the injections, no amount of justice will restore their natural, healthy immune system. Many of them will face a lifetime of illness or
premature death as a result of their compliance. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/mary-holland-nuremberg-code-annive..
 (08/22/2022)
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Good doctors and scientists are persecuted by the globalist elite, the Pharmaceutical MaLa and their government allies. Dr. Meryl
Nass, an expert in vaccine injury and epidemiology who is a member of the CHD scientiLc advisory committee, denounced the
proposal as "an attempt to legislate what is true and what is misinformation," and medical providers have to "follow through." of the
letter that deLnition". www.globalresearch.ca/california-bill-would-punish-doctors-who-promote..  ( 02/24/2022) The persecution of
alternative medicines by opcial medicine has always been present, promoted by large pharmaceutical corporations and the corrupt
gear of allopathic medicine, with the Medical Councils and the Medical Board itself.

Link to the persecution of about 150 alternative medicine doctors. www.whale.to/.../persecuted_doc_h.html  Health personnel who
denounce what they are witnessing are also persecuted: the pain and suffering of treatment for COVID.19. Nurses who witnessed
“brutal” hospital COVID-19 treatment protocols kill patients paint a grim picture of what is happening in state and federal health care
systems. www.theepochtimes.com/mind-blowing-cognitive-dissonance-nurses-who-lef..  (08/2022)
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Some judges are defending the rights of people: JUDGE RULES COVID VACCINE MANDATE FOR DC GOVERNMENT WORKERS IS
UNCONSTITUTIONAL www.theepochtimes.com/judge-rules-covid-vaccine-mandate-for-dc-governm..  (08/26/2022)
.------------FEDERAL COURT STRIKES DOWN BIDEN ADMINISTRATION’S TRANSGENDER MEDICAL MANDATE
www.theepochtimes.com/federal-court-strikes-down-transgender-medical-m..  (08/27/2022)
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Henry Kissinger Quote: "Control the food. Control the people. Control the Energy, control the Continents, Control the Money, control
the World.” Control the food - in process of, check. Control the energy - in the process of, check. Control the money - long been in
process of now tying up loose ends, check. The biggest vaccine/Jab drive in history, already in motion - check, check, check. Already
in motion. Despite recent revelations and conLrmation of all the concerns about the last two years here in this region the Legacy
Media and opcials charged with setting medical protocol it is non-stop get the safe & effective Jab/s. Get as many kinds of
vaccines as your arm can stand.

For those who only listen to those who are leading them to the killing hoors and their admissions too the negatives of what we have
been through, those admissions don't exist. Those involved like Doc, like McCullough are still very much viewed by some as pariahs.
There is no preparing for it, we are in it. We can only prepare to continue to push back to slow or stop it. It all depends on our most
important weapon feared by the 1%. The ability to say NO. (By the way Gui, congratulations and thank you for your outstanding
contributions having over 40,000 postings over your time here sharing your insights, skills & compassion! - JUST)
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The scary thing about all of this is the narrative - it has been clear from at least 2010 that this has been planned but the mRNA
research started sooner. There were indications as far back as 2005 and the virus has been described as a "synthesis" or bioweapon
by so many experts who also conLrm the presence of snake venom in samples taken in Italy and France 2020. It is possibly the most
evil threat the world has ever witnessed, and the Pharmaceuticals Companies and Monsanto are a legacy of the scientists who
worked under Hitler and escaped to the New World after the war. They would not care about the Nuremberg Code, methinks. Thanks
Gui for all your valuable contributions.
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Guilermou, Steve - Insightful information and comments, as I've come to expect from both of you.  I've recently become interested in
the 'how we got here' part of this. The US has long history of imposing massive CONspiracies - the false claim of 'weapons of mass
destruction' in Iraq being just one example. The problem is, when the US imposes a conspiracy hundreds of thousands of people die
- 500,000 in the case of Iraq. Covidcon is the mother of all CONspiraces.
secularheretic.substack.com/p/covid19-the-mother-of-all-conspiracies
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Krofter, Mary Holland mentioned in a recent interview that teen pregnancies dropped 50% within 10 years of the Gardasil Shot being
rolled out. Remember that special Merck aluminum adjuvent no one knows much about? The AGENDA has been going on right under
our noses for at least the past 20 years if not longer. Iraq was mostly a diversion to keep our (collective) eyes focused overseas.
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Yes, JUST, you express yourself properly, that is the fundamental idea, the 1% control over humanity. The idea of the Great Reset
stemming from the New World Order is on the minds of globalists from the likes of Henry Kissinger to current US President Joe Bide.
Of course, there are plenty of others at the top of the pyramid whose ideas range from establishing a police state, to implanting
microchips the day we're born to track and trace us, to depopulating the planet. Klaus Schwab's protg, Yuval Noah Harari, is an
Israeli-born intellectual, the author of a popular bestseller titled 'Sapiens: A Brief History of Mankind,' and is also a professor of
history at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

Harari once asked a disturbing question, "what to do with all these useless people?" It seems that his superiority to his intelligence
has brought him to the level of insanity. Harari is an inhuential member of the World Economic Forum (WEF) who supports the idea
of creating a dystopian society run by a handful of globalists who will rule every human being on earth from the day they are born.
According to Harari, planet earth is overpopulated. The kind of world they are trying to create for us is sheer insanity.

Wired, a monthly magazine describes metaverses as a combination of the digital and physical worlds creating a virtual reality like in
the Hollywood movie, 'Ready Player One', the article 'What is the metaverse, exactly?'. One characterization technology companies
refer to when they speak of the "metaverse" may include virtual reality, characterized by persistent virtual worlds that continue to
exist even when you're not playing, as well as augmented reality that combines aspects of digital and virtual worlds. physical. in the
link: www.wired.com/.../what-is-the-metaverse  .----
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Harari is saying that under a scientiLc and technocratic world order, the state will be their sole provider for everything, so basically
he is saying that families are not necessary in this new world that they are creating for us, in other words, having a family is a thing
From the past. Regarding Covid-19 or any other public health emergency “to support the public good, especially in addressing health
and social challenges. During the COVID-19 crisis, companies, universities, and others have come together to develop diagnostics,
therapeutics, and potential vaccines; establish test centers; create mechanisms to track infections; and provide telemedicine.

And then we have the IHR that establishes the legally binding obligations of WHO members around outbreaks. The United States has
proposed 13 IHR reforms that seek to authorize the deployment of expert teams to pollution sites and the creation of a new
compliance committee to monitor implementation of the rules. THE CULT OF GLOBALISM: THE GREAT RESET AND ITS “FINAL
SOLUTION” FOR “USELESS PEOPLE. www.globalresearch.ca/cult-globalism-great-reset-Lnal-solution-useles..  (08/28/2022) Thank
you JUST for your congratulations with this comment, they are exactly 45,159, BUT I ALSO WANT TO SAY THAT YOUR COMMENTS
ARE OF A HIGH LEVEL, AND WITH A LOT OF INGENUITY AND REALISM.
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Thanks snowwedding, yes, the globalist elites don't care about the Nuremberg Code, but we're hoping it will be deservedly enforced.
The CDC/NIH/WHO/Gates/Rockefeller, Fauci, etc. sociopaths have orchestrated this disaster by adopting draconian interventions
like immunity certiLcates, microchipping, forced vaccination, torpedoing our sovereign rights, and ultimately the war on life. with a
vaccine that will only bring beneLts to BigPhama and its government partners. The Grat Reset has a guaranteed path to the total
domain of the technocratic elite, which will have all the power and enslaves the people by controlling the actions of the
constitutionally elected governments.

Total control of people, without respect for their freedoms and rights while the 1% enjoy the paradises that they will reserve for their
lives and the tax havens for their money. The Wuhan coronavirus "pandemic" is simply the latest example of this corrupt system,
which "leverages money for private proLt," to quote Dr. Joseph Mercola. This E-book consists of a Preface and Thirteen Chapters.
Latest Update 03/23/2022. Each of the thirteen chapters provides factual information as well as analysis on the following topics: -
What Is Covid-19, what is SARS-CoV-2, how is it identiLed, how is it estimated?

- The timeline and historical evolution of the Corona Crisis, - The devastating economic and Lnancial impacts, - The enrichment of a
social minority of billionaires, - Social engineering and the destabilization of the institutions of civil society - How the lockdown
policies trigger unemployment and mass poverty Worldwide, - The devastating impacts on mental health. THE 2020-22 WORLDWIDE
CORONA CRISIS: DESTROYING CIVIL SOCIETY, ENGINEERED ECONOMIC DEPRESSION, GLOBAL COUP D’TAT AND THE “GREAT
RESET” www.globalresearch.ca/the-2020-worldwide-corona-crisis-destroying-civi..  (08/ 28/2022)
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Very true KROFTER, the years of American leadership have brought more wars, hostilities and chaos than one can remember.
Unbridled state surveillance, military alliances (against an imaginary threat and enemy), violations of international law, war crimes,
etc. deLne the current state of nature. The United States, a self-proclaimed bastion of democracy and freedom, deprives its citizens
of their individual rights and personal freedom. Assange Defense, on whose advisory council I serve, is mounting a national and
international campaign to pressure US Attorney General Merrick Garland and President Joe Biden to drop the extradition request and
drop the charges against Assange.

The stakes could not be higher. Included are 17 charges under the infamous Espionage Act, which could result in 175 years in prison
for the journalist who exposed US war crimes. Assange's indictment is based on the 2010-2011 WikiLeaks revelations about US war
crimes in Iraq, Afghanistan and the Guantanamo military prison. Those revelations included 400,000 Leld reports on the Iraq war;
15,000 unreported Iraqi civilian deaths; and systematic rape, torture, and murder by Iraqi forces after the US military "turned
detainees over to a notorious Iraqi torture squad." WikiLeaks also revealed Afghan war records, which are 90,000 more civilian
casualties reported by coalition forces than the US military had admitted.

And his revelations further included the Guantnamo Archives, 779 secret reports showing that 150 innocent people had been held
there for years and documenting the torture and abuse of 800 men and boys in violation of the Geneva Conventions and the
Convention Against Torture. and Other Cruel, Inhuman Ways. o Degrading Treatment or Punishment. JULIAN ASSANGE IS
ENDURING UNBEARABLE PERSECUTION FOR EXPOSING US WAR CRIMES.
www.globalresearch.ca/julian-assange-enduring-unbearable-persecution-e..  (06/26/2022)
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The 'New Eugenics' Is Bringing Genocide To The World As The Globalists Create A 'Death Machine' Carrying Out Mass Murder And
'Human Experimentation' Tied Directly To US Intelligence They then point out that “this was “no mere murder trial,” because the
defendants were physicians who had sworn to “do no harm” and to abide by the Hippocratic Oath. He told the judges that the people
of the world needed to know “with conspicuous clarity” the ideas and motives that moved these doctors “to treat their fellow human
beings as less than beasts,” and that “brought about such savageries” so that they could be “cut out and exposed before they
become a spreading cancer in the breast of humanity.”” There is much good discussion of doctor’s testimonies and AMA input and
so forth, but what caught my eye was under a sub-heading called Medical Ethics and Human Rights. Ice Age Eugenics, Social Control
and Mega Wealth Transfer Now.info allnewspipeline.com/Death_Machine_Eugenics.php  | | https://electroverse.co/
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Yes Robert. planned genocide. As Dr. Mercola Posted, Drugmakers Test New mRNA Vaccines, Despite Evidence of 'Serious Danger'
Gene-based COVID-19s are a disaster in the making. mRNA-based "vaccines" have been in the works for years and have never been
perfected. Now suddenly, despite evidence of grave danger, several mRNA "vaccines" are in the works. Among them is a combination
of RNA COVID hu vaccines, which is currently being tested in ferrets, and several different mRNA seasonal inhuenza vaccines, which
have already entered human trials. As The Verge reported on July 7: Moderna CEO Stephanie Bancel said the company hopes to
create combination vaccines to protect against several different infections at the same time, such as inhuenza, COVID-19, and other
respiratory infections:

What we do know is that conventional hu vaccines have the potential to cause viral interference with COVID mRNA injections,
essentially making you more likely to get severe COVID-19 if you have received a conventional hu vaccine.
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/drugmakers-new-mrna-hu-vaccines-e..  (07/20/2022) Scientists have been researching to
create mRNA and distribute it through food.

Scientists are now studying whether or not they can turn edible plants into mRNA vaccine factories. PLzer whistleblower Karen
Kingston spoke about developing vaccines through food consumption. “What Joe Biden is saying is that in the New World Order,
they’re gonna reduce the population, whether we are compliant with it or not,” Kingston said. She added that there's evidence
available that shows scientists have taken a chimera-weaponized mRNA and made it edible in lettuces, tomatoes and other forms of
food. www.brighteon.com/7d11132a-47e0-4b75-8e19-35af6d21c1e5
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As we have proven, no vaccine and we are still alive, healthy and going strong. Even seniors like myself at 81, people they say ARE
ESPECIALLY VULNURABLE, still going strong without the vaccine and their drugs.
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Yes, Dordee health is gained every day with good food, cultivating your own garden in a biodynamic way, breathing fresh air and
following the recommendations of Dr. Mercola. Congratulations on your 81st birthday and many more to come
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The comments that are generated from the articles are so inspiring and valuable too. My thanks to all you true warriors for sharing your
own experiences and for your common sense and open mindedness. Such a sensible caring community  My SITP new group of friends
have been introduced to the site now and will beneLt as I have  I am 74 years young with grandchildren I want a better world for.  I never
stop learning from trusted sources  Bless you all and let’s pull one another through this insanity so the youngsters enjoy a happy future Btw
- it is showing on here that I only joined this site in 2020 ! I joined in 2007 but cos of changing emails over the years - it has kept refreshing.
I love the articles and I have improved my health (and my family’s) mainly thanks to Dr Mercola and my fellow Mercolians
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Luckymumma Thank you for a wonderful inspiring comment.
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Beautiful and rewarding words, Luckymumma. Our hearts are full of love for people and for mother nature. Transmitting the truth of
health science is necessary and comforting for our soul. We need leaders who serve the common interests of all humanity, we need
a new paradigm that serves moral integrity. The millions of inhabitants of our beloved Mother Earth can cooperatively express our
will to Lght against tyranny, be free and preserve the Earth. We need leaders, scientists and doctors with the skills and connections
to defend the real science of health and the defense of our freedom. Dr. Mercola is a hero in his defense of health and freedom.

A better world for his grandchildren. We cannot allow children to be sacriLced to corrupt tyrants. It seems that many parents are
seeing reality. A survey has shown that only 37 percent of American parents accept that their children, between the ages of 5 and 11,
be vaccinated against Covid-19. Meanwhile, 35 percent oppose their children being injected with experimental vaccines, and only 10
percent of vaccinated parents will insist on it. www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10078065/Just-37-parents-kids-aged-5-..
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I LIKE being called a "MERCOLIAN"!  :-D
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I too LIKE being called a Mercolian! Dr. Mercola is a hero, in my book! I pray for his continued safety, & am truly grateful for his
truth-telling all these years!!
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It was Dr mercola's advice, comments that combined with prayer to bring me to remission from lymphoma in 2001. Top drs said I
only had 3 months in 2000. I am still here! organic, vitamins did it!
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Well done and stay strong Luckymumma!
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After paying the Medicare tax for 40 years, I'll probably never use it because I'm now terriLed to go anywhere near a doctor's opce. ;-)
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It's still worth wasting that money just to stay away and remain safe and healthy.
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I'll go for tests but not for meds.
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Some sayings never lose their relevance and value. Ones that come to mind are: "The only thing we have to fear is fear itself". "Just say no".
"Do not comply". Simple, but highly effective. We are not going to stop the extremely fearful souls who want jab after jab. However, it starts
with us standing Lrm to our principles and the truth. It only took about 3-4% of the people to Lght and win the American Revolution. If we
are active and vocal rebels, we can guide 10 to 40% of the population to follow in victory. People in general are followers. We must guide
them to follow the light instead of the darkness. We don't need 100% participation. Just 10% or more warriors will thwart their plans.
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The bottom line in all of this is the organized institution of medicine was corrupt and incentivized long ago by foundation involvement and
hierarchy all powerful governing bodies with their Lngers in the pie but we bought into the authority of it and trusted without question or
monitoring. The deviousness of the foundation upon which the organized, credentialed Leld of medicine was built was well hidden; even
from those entering what was considered a revered noble Leld. Doctors and those in medicine now do exclusively as they’re told or else.’
This is coercion and severely restricts forward thinking, innovation, and discoveries to put into practice.
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This is coercion and severely restricts forward thinking, innovation, and discoveries to put into practice.

For many many years, citizens have allowed government and institutions to empower themselves to our own peril nowadays. The people
gave them the power; the people must turn it around. The U.S. government and all of the three-initial agencies have gone rogue with the
direction and blessing of those in control. It gets worse as the years go by. The reach of crime within these agencies is worldwide and
affects the welfare of other countries. Stop the madness people. This is not what we want for our world.
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The ugly reality for Doctors like McCullough and Pierre Kory is they are operating under an irreparable system designed to perpetuate
disease and sell drugs. They do as well as you can expect under that system but it's still a corrupt system at its roots. They are paid well
because they are in effect selling drugs that have made big pharma 1/3rd of the U.S. economy. All the problems they're in business for are
created by FDA approved toxic foods, vaccines and other drugs administered under that system. When the system develops good drugs,
they are usually to counter the damages created by the system, and when the drugs are effective they aren't allowed to be used if the
people perceive the drug is correcting a vaccine adverse event.

This was noted by Dr. Mikovits, Ph.D., when they were testing a drug called suramin on autistic children. She said the drug gave them their
voices back. When Fauci found out the results he pulled the drug and ended the trial. Because of this Lnding, suramin, a great antiviral drug
is now only allowed to be used for African sleeping disorders.
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Didn't know there were any "good" drugs. It appears that any beneLcial drug will have harmful ingredients added to it anyway.
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Mikovits is so under appreciated. Just an amazing human!
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Don't ignore the hysterical and dire mass media campaign of fear in suppressing the immune states of all humanity....Cases/death
counts/orange alerts/funerary music and unbelievable pressure to mask, vaxxx and quarantine...Will the corrupted controlled networks ever
be held responsible? They psychologically trashed vagal tone putting the public insanely in extreme sympathetic Lght/hight mode raising
inevitability of all disease! Bureaucrats and ignoramus news readers echoed the message parading compliant idiots and applauding all silly
mandates. People BELIEVED they would get sick and GOT MORE SERIOUSLY SICK! Classic NOCEBO...where if the weaponized virus was
quietly noticed and the public were given real health tips, the whole thing would have been less effective...The MEDIA is The Terrorist!

BTW; Hospitals in Florida were overwhelmed in summer 2021 as bodies were stacked in hallways and medical staff utterly demoralized and
driven to drink or to just quit. Death stats spiked after vaxxxing peaked and "Delta" ravaged misdirected immune systems...when herd
immunity was promised. We know we must watch what we eat...but even more importantly what we think...Fearful negative thoughts really
become horrible awful things. Suspect all information and refuse to buy into popular narratives just because so many stupid people do. My
5th Grade teacher took me aside on the last day of school and warned against false information and false assumptions....Why would I
remember that?
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Ha, my 8th grade English teacher remarked several times that many leaders she had seen, were leading people in the wrong
direction! (we assumed she was only referring to Hitler, who knew?)
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Add and follow Randall. It is clear that the UN Agenda 2030, The Great Reset, with all its tyrannical and anti-social measures to
come, was in the plans for many years. In fact, with the Rockefeller report of 2010, the plan for the decade of 2020-2030 was quite
deLned. www.nommeraadio.ee/.../Rockefeller%20Foundation.pdf  Medical estimates indicate many of the vaccines are placebos,
but 30% are mRNA-type vaccines with different types of toxins in them. Different combinations, testing the Lelds of epciency. All
prone to causing different ailments, from cancers, leukemia, myocarditis, liver and kidney diseases, etc., an almost endless list.

Dr. Mike Yeadon, former Vice President and Chief ScientiLc Opcer of PLzer, has mentioned on several occasions that many of these
devastating side effects can appear only after 6 to 24 months, maybe even longer. It will be virtually impossible to trace the effects
back to the vaccines. The legal systems have been disabled. Entire national constitutions have been suspended to carry out this
deadly UN 2030 Agenda, the fulLllment of the Great Reset. In preparation for the planned epidemic tyranny of autumn 2022, the
German government's Corona crisis staff, for example, have already been under military leadership, most recently under Major
General Carsten Breuer.

He heads the "Territorial Tasks" command of the Bundeswehr in Berlin. Just recently, he boasted about vaccination measures and
mandates to the Spiegel with these words: "We will have to vaccinate up to 60 million people against Corona in the fall." THE
PLANNED FALL 2022 “EPIDEMICS TYRANNY” www.globalresearch.ca/coming-fall-2022-epidemics-tyranny/5790534  (08/18/2022)
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Respiratory infections, by any name, are easily prevented and healed by not consuming mucus-forming foods like starch & dairy. See Arnold
Arhet's mucus-less diet for example.
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Thank you, Surhord. Because I've always suffered from too much Phlegm, the diet and other suggestions from Letha Hadady, D. Ac.
in her book, ASIAN HEALTH SECRETS The Complete Guide to Asian Herbal Medicine have been a tremendous help. Have searched
for Arnold Ehret and will also apply his recommendations. https://arnoldehret.org/   "Arnold Ehret was a German naturopath and
alternative health educator, best known for developing the Mucusless Diet Healing System. Ehret authored books and articles on
dieting, detoxiLcation, fruitarianism, fasting, food combining, health, longevity, naturopathy, physical culture and vitalism. Wikipedia "
Many of Prof. Ehret's books are listed on Amazon. With appreciation ~ Trish
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And breathing salt dust !!!!
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Yes, and i love my raw milk. Have to limit consumption but have found that wiping peppermint oil just below my nose opens it up for
better breathing. When young, grandfather used a plaster of mullein leaves to relieve congestion, I still do. He learned from old
Indian medicine man near his farm.  In 2000 eliminated carbs, processed foods fron diet to defeat Lymphoma. They told me 3
months. I am still here.
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Here's a recent update on several legal actions being taken in the US, on several issues. Important to know the proposed and actual
attempts at tyranny, and this status: "Lawyers on the Line - Amazing Intel from AMERICA's FRONTLINE Doctors" - -
www.bitchute.com/.../pFjXWqpmcODe  - Note: Todd Calender's sound is not easy to hear. About 1 hr long.
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AND here's a recent interview of the Germany pathologists' report with slides (NOTE: not for the faint of heart) - "Pathologist Dr. Arne
Burkhardt - Forensic Proof - COVID Jabs are Killing People!" - www.bitchute.com/.../NXX3PioNLh4z  - this is in English and hosted by
a Canadian we have seen before.
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Thank you ROSE. Linked to your comments. The most shocking thing revealed in this video is that the CDC could easily determine
how many people are likely to have died from the vaccine, but they are not interested in instructing coroners on how to look for
vaccine-related deaths both during the exam and after the exam. We have 14,000 deaths that need to be investigated and the
government needs to compensate those victims. It is a simple test. They won't. Their mission is to vaccinate people and look the
other way when it comes to safety. STEVE KIRSCH INTERVIEWS DR. RYAN COLE: HOW TO IDENTIFY A PERSON KILLED BY THE
COVID VACCINE rumble.com/v1fuw6h-steve-kirsch-interviews-dr.-ryan-cole-how-to-identi..  (08/13/2022) STEVE KIRCSH ON THE
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF DEATHS FROM COVID VACCINES
rumble.com/v1fsycp-steve-kircsh-on-the-hundreds-of-thousands-of-deaths..  (12/08/2022) The main line of propaganda that
vaccines and boosters are 'safe and effective' and prevent serious illness and death are lies, as the data shows.

The COVID propaganda lies set a record in the history of the human race. It has killed millions of people. The recent sharp rise in
COVID deaths has caught my attention. I have been looking at the daily COVID stats in The Washington Post. A few months ago, the
7-day average of deaths was about 300. In last Sunday's paper, it was 500. That's a 70% increase!
thebluestateconservative.com/2022/08/12/covid-vaccine-propaganda-buste..  (08/14/2022) EXPOSED: COVID VACCINE CAUSES
CANCER! - The Shocking PROOF! - 143,233.33% INCREASED RISK!
rumble.com/v1guqox-exposed-covid-vaccine-causes-cancer-the-shocking-pr..  (08/21/2022)
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rrealrose
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And one more from the Netherlands: "Dr Malone: A fundamental haw with Gene Therapies." - - www.bitchute.com/.../ECYzzqG6Fzv1
 - - watch these three, and the excess death information in this last discussion will give you "the creeps", not looking forward to
watching this play out this fall hu season. . . . . .  Hi Gui, you are too quick for me! Yes, all a pack of lies, PLANNED for years before
this so-called "viral outbreak" and in front of our eyes from 1 month into the plandemic for the next 2-1/2 years. HOW much longer
before it falls apart? ARE WE THERE YET? My guess is if Federal Employees are forced to take this new co-valent combination
mRNA Covid-hu shot (with no testing), we will start to see HHS, FDA and CDC empty out. Last but not least: "How to exterminate
100% of the population? Listen to the Rat Catcher Story" - www.bitchute.com/.../ahBuHIJZGyzx  - this is a short video.
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ROSE, with respect to the tragic crisis in Europe. See also my reply to Almond on the energy crisis, farmers and Bill Gates's
interference. It wasn't just Russia/Ukraine, long before Europe had already screwed their economies beyond recognition. The
"leaders" of the EU have distanced themselves too much from the people who claim to serve, and they will regret it. By now it's
obvious among farmers, for example, but when people start to freeze, they'll want to know why. And if you don't get an answer that is
both honest and satisfactory, many "leaders" will deserve it.

The entire food and energy crisis sells itself as "inevitable," but it is nothing of the sort. His is the result of decisions made in
Brussels, Berlin, Amsterdam, etc., sober weary that no one has asked for his opinion. Something I pointed out a few days ago: the
West is using Ukraine as an excuse to commit massive economic suicide and fulLll some objectives related to the WEF. Why else
would they cut economic ties with Moscow there, where they obviously have no alternative sources for much of what they import
from Russia?

Furthermore, why does a country like Hollande claim to raise 10,000 of its farms when it is very clear that this will exacerbate the
global food crises that are coming? In the links the serious crisis of the different European countries. The shipment of new weapons
to the Ukraine and a perspective of the Lnale.  EUROPEAN UNION: CONTROLLED DEMOLITION, ENERGY AND FOOD CRISIS.
ECONOMIC SUICIDE www.globalresearch.ca/.../5791320  (08/22/2022)
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Hi Gui, as I was musing, it may not be a pretty sight over there. Even major LNG from the US has gotten delayed.
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid jab no thanks there is nothing to fear exept fear itself brought on to apear true by lies and misconceptions misrepresentations and
paid for scams by so called legit authorities i am my own goverment and sovereign soul i do not need anyone to tell me or order me how i
must live my life i have free will at all times respecting universal law to live as i see Lt to be the free person that i am in this universe as
does everyone else that exists and as it is so it is much love to all.
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snowwedding
Joined On 11/28/2012 12:26:45 AM
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Just to let anyone know who does not: I have NOT been vaccinated at all, I have been completely anti-vax because I do not trust the
"vaccine" as it is not tested and tried technology and all of them have been analysed as having very dubious components, including Snake
Venom according to some accounts.
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Linda N
Joined On 1/23/2007 1:50:32 PM
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Doesn't anyone remember "Agenda 2020"?. Many of us were reading about it years before March 2020. That agenda's goal was to get
everyone on the planet vaccinated with every vaccine that came out by the year 202O. This goal was also touted as "Health Initiative 202O",
which has now morphed into Agenda/Heath Initiative 2030". These psychopaths have been planning this for decades. You had better
believe it is not over. Not by a longshot!
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Like Leake says in video...it's all out in the open and has been. These criminals tell you what is coming and still zero accountability
anywhere to be seen. The perfect execution of a plan and they told us what we could expect. Now we move into Fall 2022 and they
are telling us again what is coming with the hybrid injections and probable climate change emergency measures. Round and round
we go. In the background I hear Jim Jordan, Marsha Blackburn, Mike Turner and Ron Johnson etc of the GOP ranting and raving
claiming there will be investigations. Blah blah blah. Of course "we the people" pay for those dead end zero accountability
investigations too
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Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM
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Realrose - Yes you are right about Iraq war being a diversion. UK Prime Minister Tony Blair was in cahoots with President George Bush and
all that "weapons of mass destruction" fraud. Did either of those two criminals get pulled up to the courts. No. Tony Blair was actually
honoured by the Queen, and it was the highest honour given - "The Order of the Garter" its jail he should have gotten, but then the Royals are
in on it too. Prince Charles has been to Davos and Chatham House. Power and money talks.
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Weapons of mass distraction.
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Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM
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Well they answered to the Bilderberg-Davos crowd, not the electorate - that was easy to see later with misdirected policies, and
ever-lowering of earned incomes Vs increased living costs, plus an unbelievable property bubble. And STILL I see commenters
lauding Blair in The Independent saying "But he won THREE elections..."
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Thanks! From this side of the pond, it was strange to spend all that time and money in the desert, causing 500,000 Iraqi citizen's
deaths, to control Iraqi oil sales.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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I don’t fear the virus. I’m not afraid to be around people. I don’t wear a mask and won’t ever get jabbed
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Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM
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Exactly.
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Jen47
Joined On 5/9/2007 4:37:43 PM
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SAME HERE. NO MASK. NO SHOT. NO WAY NO HOW WILL I KOWTOW TO LIARS AND MURDERERS. *** IT IS TIME FOR A CLASS
ACTION LAWSUIT AGAINST OUR GOVERNMENT***
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Same here but I wonder about shedding of spike proteins from the doomed.
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Brian I do too. A couple of weird things have happened to me since people started getting jabbed
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Joined On 7/1/2012 6:58:01 AM
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Tallulah3 and Brian: Like you both, I am concerned more about those who are jabbed - I work with them all around me ... and I have
also had some strange things happening to me since all this has gone on - notably since the beginning of this year, 2022 ....
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PhotoGirl4.0
Joined On 8/10/2021 5:23:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will go to my grave without ever receiving another vaccine/shot of any kind! I changed job to avoid any crazy mandates and don't think I
will need to worry about it this fall. I don't trust my doctor anymore as they are still trying to push this death vax on my family. I got Covid
Dec 2020 with the worst of it having a blistering headache for one night. I was pretty surprised when I just got Covid again a couple weeks
ago. Thought my natural immunity would have prevented it, but I am thinking that Covid has mutated so much that it's a totally different
strain. I wasn't afraid again this time either. Just got a sore throat and a very stuffy nose. Am sick to death of people buying into the fear
porn that we are assaulted with everyday. Am constantly amazed that people don't see the big picture through all of the BS. Have been a
loyal Mercolian since 2011 and try to get as many people on the Mercola train as I can!
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brianallen1
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You just may be getting zapped by Lve gee. Much more likely than covert 2019.
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MarkPitt
Joined On 4/1/2009 6:17:42 AM
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"Why You Don't Need to Fear COVID Variants" I never feared the original covid outbreak! I didn't close my business and never wore a mask! I
called BS on it , at the end of January 2020 when one of my mailing list readers told me Fouci was involved. Then on a hunch, I did a patent
search and found dozens of patents for coronavirus all assigned to the CDC (you can't patent something that is naturally occurring)!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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The Covid Con - the greatest snow job of all time! I'm tired of trying to explain the obvious! This fall will be like no other; and it will
have absolutely nothing to do with some PHANTOM VIRUS!
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As far as Fauci is concerned, my antennae went up very early on, when he immediately discounted hydroxychloroquine. It was the
late Dr. Zelenko who let Trump know of his success using it with his covid patients, when he was still practicing in Orange County,
NY. This, I believe, was in March 2020. I then began researching Fauci's professional history. When I learned what he did with AIDS
patients in the 1980s, I knew he could not be trusted. As I have mentioned in earlier posts, many AIDS patients were developing a
particular form of pneumonia, called pneumocystis carinii. Doctors were Lnding that an inexpensive, widely available antibiotic
(Bactrim) was very effective in treating it.

AIDS activists went to Fauci & asked him to write guidelines for doctors for this medication. He refused. They made multiple pleas.
He continued to refuse. He was hoping for a "vaccine". When that failed to materialize, he instead pushed the drug AZT on AIDS
patients, which only made them more sick. AZT was a drug previously used for treating cancer. As a result of Fauci's policy, an
estimated 17,000 AIDS patients needlessly died. Much later, I read Robert F. Kennedy's book, which makes mention of this.
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Right RandyFast and many are lining up for one of the nuttiest "hu" injection concoction ever created for this Fall-Winter season
because they are following the science...still!
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Alldogsgotoheaven
Joined On 5/15/2016 5:35:08 AM
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Thank you, Dr. Mercola for this great article and thank you and Dr. McCullough for standing for the truth even at great personal expense and
thank you to all of the medical professionals who have the courage to state the truth. This all is shocking to me, and I am sure to all of the
world who are brave enough to open their eyes. Sometimes I feel like I am alone in Lghting this battle with friends and relatives because so
many continue to keep blinders on, and we are bombarded with lies. I have put off going to the doctor because I know they will start with
how I should get the jab. The last time I went to the doctor was 2 years ago right before the jabs came out and they already started about
how I should come back in for that.

Then the emails started about at my age I needed to come in blah blah blah. Well, I have made it all this time without getting the jab and I
go to the gym and anywhere I want and have not gotten covid. I take vitamins and HCQ and so far, I have been Lne and there is no doubt
that I have been exposed to the covid virus. Dr. Mercola, Dr. McCullough, Dr. Gold and a few other honest medical professionals are the
reason that I have not put this poison in my body. I surely wish that none of my relatives or friends had either. Keep spreading the truth!
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brianallen1
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Drop all types of health insurance and the emails and all communication will instantly cease. Many decades ago I had great
insurance. Every doctor I had ever gone to wanted to see me every 3 months for the rest of my life. My employer decided to save
money and switched to a worthless plan. The doctors scattered and hid like cockroaches. End of doctor visits.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, honor and acknowledgment to the doctors, scientists who defend the truth of science and are suffering the attacks of the
globalist elite that only has its sights set on the medical and political tyranny that marks the Great Reset. Since the beginning of the
pandemic, Dr. McCullough has been a leader in the medical response to the COVID-19 disaster and has published "Pathophysiologic
Basis and Rationale for Early Outpatient Treatment of SARS-CoV-2 Infection (COVID-19). 19)". Lrst synthesis of sequenced multidrug
treatment of SARS-CoV-2 infected outpatients in the American Journal of Medicine and subsequently updated in Reviews in
Cardiovascular Medicine. rumble.com/vhp8e1-massive-world-reknown-doctor-blows-lid-off-of-covid-..  Recall that Wuhan
coronavirus expert Dr. Peter McCullough was suing Elsevier for refusing to publish a new study showing that Fauci hu shots are
especially dangerous for children.

During a recent episode of The John-Henry Westen Show, Dr. McCullough explained that Elsevier originally published the study in
question, but quickly removed it after the FDA authorized the experimental drug for "emergency" use in children of Lve to 11 years.
"This is an overt act of censorship," he explained. "We will be launching a full-scale lawsuit against Elsevier, and it will be for breach
of contract." www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/dr-mccullough-sues-medical-journal-for-refu..  ,--
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. McCullough states: “Here in the United States, we have 100 million people vaccinated (with COVID-19 bioweapons injections so
far). This is by far the most deadly and toxic biological agent ever injected into a human body in American history. "
www.globalresearch.ca/renowned-texas-professor-doctor-covid-19-shots-b..   To Health Impact News readers who have been
following the topic of vaccines for years, and following holistic physicians who have been warning about the dangers of vaccines in
general, and the eugenic plans of globalists in deploying the COVID-19 biological weapons in particular, there is probably no new
information in this interview with Dr. McCullough. www.globalresearch.ca/renowned-texas-professor-doctor-covid-19-shots-b..  
Peter McCullough, MD, MPH talks to Laura Ingraham about the CDC admitting that vaccinated people can transmit Delta and how Dr.
McCullough is being sued by BSW Health for the media and meeting appearances. sp.rmbl.ws/.../5AEdc.caa.mp4
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I was watching a documentary series about Covid yesterday and one of the doctors interviewed, who had herself been the subject of
intimidation by the authorities, said that 60-100 of her colleagues who had not towed the opcial line in the treatment of the virus were dead
or missing. A story I have read elsewhere. The treatment of Judy Mikovits is well known due to her bravery, but how many more true
practitioners have to suffer or be sacriLced in the name of "science"?
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Buckle up for this brief Stew Peters show - "Hundreds Of Canadian Doctors Dead From The COVID Shot" -
www.bitchute.com/.../2NVTFelTfcVJ  and a more recent Stew Peters show talking with Steve Kirsch: "Fox News ProLts While Kids
Are Killed" - - www.bitchute.com/.../Zn1hmP1AmG4n
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Joined On 8/3/2022 11:17:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sad, that in a major metroplex such as Dallas/Ft. Worth, amazing doctors such as Dr. McCullough, have to watch their six. We, as a family,
have found it beneLcial to work with doctors without a tie to a major hospital in our area.  If a physician has a hospital apliation, they are
not allowed to think for themselves. Those without an apliation can do so. Not on your insurance plan? Way worth it if you can afford it.
When we all got covid, the local doctor was scared to death to see us. Our functional medicine doctor under nobody's control had no
problem healing us.
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I’m scared to tell my loved ones what is truly going on with the COVID injections like long term adverse reactions and death. I tend to be
silent about it as most I love are vaxxed and some are experiencing post adverse effects. I try to comfort them in saying they will be ok and
that these effects are rare, but I know they are going on and I don’t want to instill more fear. I have emphasized to my loved ones NOT to get
anymore COVID shots. So I guess that’s enough to help them realize, but I fear everyone will see how affected they are. I have seen many
stories out there about deaths and major injuries already. I know it’s going on and I’m sorry to know this. I can’t be the one to tell my family
what has happened as it’s already too late to turn back.
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I understand your reluctance to tell them, but they could be detoxing with various methods, including the late Dr. Zelenko's
supplements. IF they would believe you & actually take them, that is, some are blind to the truth.
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I’m still appalled at how so many honest doctors & scientists have been raked through the coals for only giving their honest deduction on
Covid 19, the importance of early treatment & the effects of Covid mNRA jab or remdesivir that does not Lt in with the pharmaceutical, Bill
Gates & Biden’s administrations narrative is so true. The summary regarding how hospitals are incentivized to give remdesivir & follow
Fauci’s Covid protocol treatment due to the kickbacks is absolutely true. I have a retired veteran friend who is diabetic & was admitted to
the hospital due to too much insulin in his bloodstream when he didn’t eat that day; & inadvertently gave himself too much insulin & the
paramedics conLrmed there was too much insulin since his blood glucose level was 30, which is far too low.

So they immediately gave him glucose & he was immediately better at a glucose level of 60. It was still low due to the insulin but he felt a
lot better; however the paramedics felt it might be better to go to the hospital to do an overall check, so my friend agreed. However going to
the hospital was a big mistake. By the time he entered the hospital & felt much better; they routinely test patients for Covid; & he tested
positive. He was shocked because he conLrmed to the doctors that he felt Lne & explained the insulin situation.

My friend was surprised he tested positive for Covid since he did not feel any symptoms of Covid or a cold or hu. They kept him in the
hospital & because he was a senior, age 70; their protocol was to give remdesivir even though he told me he had no symptoms of Covid, nor
feeling ill with a cold or hu but because he tested positive they had to follow their protocols! I was alarmed when I heard that since
remdesivir can harm the kidneys. I was so worried for him; but apparently the treatment was only for a few days & he was Lnally released.
See link on similar exp www.clarkcountytoday.com/opinion/opinion-are-vaccine-risks-worth-the-c..
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Thank the Lord your friend is out of the hospital & okay. Couldn't gone very badly for him. I tell my friends, don't go to the hospital
unless it's a life & death situation -- they'll kill you!
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WHY GIVE IN TO THE 'LIARS'?? call it what it is.....M.U.R.D.E.R. FLAT OUT. THEY HAVE MURDERED MILLIONS AND IT'S TIME FOR THEM TO
PAY FOR IT.
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Exactly. So many still walk on egg shells in what actually happened in the 2.9 years post whu-hu lab release in CHINA. Have to call a
spade a spade and enforce a reckoning for the overt crimes against humanity done intentionally and without remorse.
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There are no answers for people who have no questions. If you want answers have questions. People who have no questions get no
answers and this lack of asking questions is the problem and the malaise in the community. For if enough people ask the same burning
pertinent questions sooner or later those in power must answer and the answer will be judged. This is what they fear the most. The answer
may fail the taste test. We must give light to that which hides in the dark because it is in our nature to know if we are to claim intelligence
as a personal characteristic. Many who took the vaccine did so on trust (blind faith or opinions) not on doing homework. If they said they
did their homework which is an embarrassment about doing then why do they know so little on the details of the subject matter?

Many lied about doing their homework especially the health opcials or if they did not lie then what was the reason? Political
Pharmaceutical Partnership and money? The long arm of corruption instead of the long arm of law? Money is in the mix and can be proven.
Whether ignorance or a lie that resulted in human deaths of a scale that will dwarf any act of terror previously seen which the outrage of
leads to no stone unturned. Autopsy reviews are a requirement in any death cases where safety requirements are an issue is this being
done and why not for safety was not addressed in the trials and by the panel so it remains an immediate concern of review.
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These people may be leading experts with COVID but they know absolutely nothing about Roman Catholicism. First of all the Holy Opce is
not infallible it's the Magisterium that's infallible meaning faith and morel. The Church has a duty to cease and desist anyone who is a threat
to the Roman Catholic church and the laity when it comes to anything contrary. Just as these men appearing with Dr. Mercola are bravely
making their mark against the antiestablishment; it's not the other way around. i.e. these men are claiming to be the Galileo and Luther of
their plight. In actuality they should be akin to the the Roman Catholic Church before Vatican II. And this is what happens when people are
neither expert nor well read in subjects way above their pay-grade. And actually their hit below the belt leaves me wondering? Was this an
agenda?  '
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Google Fauci, Trump, Cuomo etc. Jesuit education. All roads lead to Rome. I was brought up a Roman by the way so I know the
score.
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I call the vaccine manufacturers "The Vaccine Cartel." It's my word for this group as they have banded together and all of us will pay the
price, both literally and Lguratively. When it was determined that Lysol spray may actually killed Covid on the spot, I wondered why it wasn't
made in mass, distributed to every person's home, opce, car, store, etc. I tracked down the main players and this is what I Lgured out: I
discovered Lysol's parent company is part of the Vaccine Cartel! And, just for giggles, I posted the following info on Lysol's facebook page
Sept 1, 2020.

Guess how long it was up before taken down? A record 14 minutes! Here's what I wrote: (Written Sept 1, 2020) When I was no longer able to
Lnd Lysol products which according to numerous studies kills Covid-19 on the spot, it didn't make sense why it wasn't more readily
available. But here's what I discovered: why make billions when you can make trillions? Lysol had hired Miguel Veiga-Pastana from Bill
Gates Foundation to be Lysol's SR VP. Additionally, Reckitt Benckiser (Lysol's parent company) is part of the GAVI cartel to make the
vaccine. www.gavi.org/investing-gavi/funding/donor-proLles/reckitt-benckiser-g..
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bburns1955
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Wow. Not surprising, but didn't know this. Thanks for sharing this info!
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Joined On 9/14/2016 3:50:37 AM
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A million thank you-s to you Dr Mercola. Covid mandates have destroyed my relationships but I am beyond thankful I listened to you, Dr
Northrup and Bobby Kennedy and did not get any shots. I am very alone in this in my circle so you being here is a lifesaver. This article is
OUTSTANDING. Everything is said. I'm printing it out now for myself. Keep on keeping on.
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and this devastating news Lts into the puzzle.... Monsanto et all now own most of the farmland in Ukraine..
www.globalresearch.ca/whose-grain-being-shipped-from-ukraine/5790604
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OBEDIENCE to AUTHORITY [ALAN WATT, NEW AGE #06] www.bitchute.com/.../Wdofgk7Skmbx  DEPOPULATION ! WHY THE DISBELIEF ?
www.bitchute.com/.../2o66bGF4O5dB  Why Most People Don't Question Authority www.bitchute.com/.../py8rR7PcKZ6v  NATURE &
PURPOSE of the COVIDIAN [GRAPHENE +] INJECTS (Quick Summary; Ricardo Delgado) www.bitchute.com/.../hwWSM0SEH7wU
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Since the onset of Covid, it has blown my mind that hospitals would be incentivized for various treatments. My gosh, talk about buying off
the medical profession!
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The worst is they get a huge payment if their customer dies!
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As a frontline RN, I can tell you the death toll from the vax/spike protein toxin continues to mount. This is crime in process.
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ZERO accountability in the 2.9 years post Fauci funded whu hu lab release of spike protein bioweapon in CHINA. Not ONE person
has remotely been held to account. Not ONE!
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Documenting the Ice Age Eugenics Gallows Humour | | The coming Flu Shots will be deadly. You can count on it. mRNA tech in everything
now. August 28th, 2022 www.bitchute.com/.../jfkxClokvl1X  The Shills Have Lies www.youtube.com/.../videos  HELLen Degenerate - One
ugly dude. www.bitchute.com/.../9seM275CXoBb  AOC's Drag Race www.bitchute.com/.../bPL5hURJpPy1  FAK596 - Fakeologist and MrE -
August 24th, 2022. www.bitchute.com/.../ScRws2ZpyGdz  Four Horsemen of the Transpocalypse - August 25th, 2022
www.bitchute.com/.../w1Kp5XbUAeLu  Apocalypse_Watchman by MrE www.bitchute.com/.../OAx0XCP2TC4a  Karma Compilation: Thieves
on motorcycles being dealt with by citizens in Brazil www.bitchute.com/.../Xyw1xX9ia4PY  Pharmakeia - The Sorcerer's Wand
(Documentary) [sift out the non-secular woo as req'd - avoid the poisons, avoid the traps (both kinds)] www.bitchute.com/.../haic0iCc4gN1
 China Has Mobile Crematoriums.

You can't get grandpa to the incinerator? Nooooo problem! Jim Crenshaw www.bitchute.com/.../GZUdqgkWiFEM  "We deliver! I bet it does
not matter if you are dead or not. Almost is probably close enough. "Bring out your dead"..."Bring out your dead"..."Bring out your almost
dead".

(Its a Monty Python joke). A PCR test away from a hot ending? www.bitchute.com/.../i1dPkkeFmwDa  Healthcare worker(s), now you can
tell your story without fear of retribution www.thepostemail.com/2022/08/24/kirsch-establishes-conLdential-vaccin..  The only way this
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tell your story without fear of retribution www.thepostemail.com/2022/08/24/kirsch-establishes-conLdential-vaccin..  The only way this
will end is if doctors are allowed to speak out about what is happening without fear of retribution. Now you can.
stevekirsch.substack.com/.../if-you-are-a-healthcare-worker-now  [Kirsch - controlled opposition/cointelpro?] How To Identify Death From
Covid19 [medical reality humour - enjoy] www.bitchute.com/.../viIU1srw7TQo
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I am going to assume that they are gearing up for throwing Trump under the bus for the vaccine and blaming him for all the deaths while
they continue to push it. They will never pay for this crime
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Yeah, they are gonna try. Here's attyn Tom Renz, watching the rats leave a sinking ship? ATTORNEY THOMAS RENZ: WE ARE READY
FOR NUREMBERG TRIALS: TRUMP HAS TO COME OUT NOW! - www.bitchute.com/.../sL1D7l3vcMCK
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The Irony is that these so-called professionals backing the use of this COVID experimental injection are the ones dying of COVID in many
cases. If there were a case against Democracy it surely happened when our current regime took over. Yet I only have to go one block east to
see a huge trapc mess of so many people out and about in their cars and shopping. So why aren't they all dead of COVID? So many doctors
in lock-step over what to do to get people to get vaccinated(gene altered). So many comments by doctors on those that refuse. So much
illegal activity concerning the Lnancial aspect of people placed in the hospital because of the COVID. Perhaps we, the people, need to
examine just what the people in positions of authority are doing. Or is it just too late at this point in time? The Lrst step may be to free the
press to actually report what is going on. Not be controlled by a small group of wealthy people.
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It is a shame that the authors perpetuate the silly idea that before the protestant revolution, there was a “pre-scientiLc era of immutable
orthodoxy”. In fact, the medieval church fostered scientiLc advancements of Roger Bacon, St. Hildegard, and St. Albert the Great. Most
importantly though, it laid the groundwork for the scientiLc advancements of the western world by its inerrant belief that the world was
knowable through reason. While other parts of the world worshipped a willful, capricious God or were mired in cyclical paganism, St.

Acquinas argued that creation is the product of intellect, and therefore it can be apprehended by reason. This is the cornerstone of
scientiLc advancement, constitutionalism, and English Common Law that the church developed. Ironically it was the fanatical Martin Luther
who scientists should have feared the most when he broke with the Church writing, “Reason is directly opposed to faith, and one ought to
let it be; in believers it should be killed and buried.”
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You don't need to fear any virus. None have been isolated, yet alone proved contagious. get to the root of it or it will never go away.
odysee.com/@dharmabear:2/Dr-Stefan-Lanka-Biology-As-It-Is-Not-Genetics..
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Fighting dirty... rightwingnewshour.com/dutch-farmers-deliver-on-escalation-promise-watc..
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Along the lines of your comment, ALMOND, yes, the World Economic Forum is promoting another "insect chef". Joseph Yoon is the
founder of Brooklyn Bugs in New York. He travels the country, cooks bugs, caterpillars, etc., and eats them in front of people. Yoon
has been in the business since 2017. But Klaus and company recently endorsed him as part of The Great Reset's "you'll eat bugs and
you'll like" agenda. Christianne van der Wal is the "Dutch Minister for Nitrogen and Nature Policy" (yes, that's a real government job).

She and Prime Minister (and World Economic Forum member) Mark Rutte conjured up a fake crisis that calls for "reducing nitrogen
emissions" by as much as 70% by 2030. True, the European Union reportedly had some sort of of nitrogen emission mitigation plans
since the 1970s But nothing has really been done to address it since then. The current Dutch plan includes slaughtering 30% of the
country's cattle, which would put 30,000 farmers out of business and drastically reduce meat supplies in Europe and beyond.

The remaining farmers would be forced to reduce nitrogen emissions by more than 95%, which would also put them out of business.
The Netherlands is the second largest agricultural exporter in the world after the United States. It is the largest exporter of meat in
the European Union. Dutch farmers have been protesting almost non-stop since June. But the mainstream media hardly covers it.
Farmers have blocked roads with their tractors and spread cow dung and bales of hay on the roads. Incredible photos like the one
below have been making the rounds online all summer.
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In all this we have the Bill Gates factor. The "nitrogen minister" Christianne created a policy to destroy the agricultural sector in the
Netherlands, which exported more than 104 billion worth of goods last year. Once that sector disappears, millions of Europeans will
be forced to buy all their food at Picnic/Boni, which beneLts the van der Wal family substantially. And with Bill Gates in charge, that
means a lot of insect-based and lab-created food on the menu. Bill Gates is one of the main engineers. He currently owns 242,000
acres of farmland in the United States.

He bought another 2,100 acres in North Dakota in June. The goal is to buy the land and let it lie fallow as part of this planned global
famine that we predicted would kill a billion people between now and the end of 2024. People will choose between eating bugs or
starving. The Netherlands, a small country with only 18 million inhabitants, is vital to this genocidal agenda. THE PHONEY
NITROGEN CRISIS: THE NETHERLANDS IS GROUND ZERO FOR GLOBAL FAMINE AGENDA. PRECIPITATING “30,000 FARMERS OUT
OF BUSINESS”.---www.globalresearch.ca/netherlands-now-ground-zero-global-famine-agenda..  (08/ 28/2022).---
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Guillermo and all...  This fake meat is going to be horrible for people with food allergies/intolerances and those who cannot eat
processed foods. I expect we will hear even more ambulance sirens. It has been many months since I have been to town and not
encounters ambulance with hashing lights. Even a quick trip to town may have at least 3. This is not normal!  It was not like this
before the jab was introduced, even during the early days of covid. Now, it seems everyone--and their dog--has been diagnosed with
covid at some point. Yet, there seems to be even less concern. Mostly doctors are telling people to rest comfortably at home and
quarantine for 5 days--sometimes Paxlovid. If it is supposedly so easily transmissible, I am surprised I have not caught it. I do little
out of the ordinary and have not drastically changed my diet or lifestyle or taken special precautions beyond routine handwashing
when I come home from town.
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Things to do: Reloading in prep for hunting season--save your brass. Set aside a few no-pick plants of each variety to save for
seed--you may want to tie some bright tree tape around them as a reminder. Your late summer Lshing trip. Build your woodpile.
Gleaning and foraging... those old homestead apple trees no one any longer picks, wild berries, nuts, rose hips. (Looking forward to
mushroom hunting after rains return.) If not already too late, plant a few (more) fall crops. Keep up with picking and preserving. Keep
sorting jars and buying more cheap used (or craigslsit free) whenever possible. Outdoor clean up, yardwork and painting. It's a busy
time of year. In the US, take some time off for Labor Day to relax with loved ones and eat good food.
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And now US big agriculture (Monsanto...) owns the farmland in Ukraine....
www.globalresearch.ca/whose-grain-being-shipped-from-ukraine/5790604
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www.lewrockwell.com/2022/08/no_author/silenced-healthcare-workers-spea..   I still hope that the Worst criminals that ever invaded
Planet Earth... Fauccci the NIH CDC FDA WHO will be guillotined!
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yup.... and my mom was just diagnosed with aggressive lymphoma, she's had 3 shots, and has never had a real illness in her life.
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God bless these doctors, journalists and politicians who are speaking out. Brave souls!
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"As noted by Leake, what we've seen during these COVID years is a reversion back to a pre-scientiLc era of immutable orthodoxy, much like
the counter reformation in Europe during the Inquisition of the late 1500s and early 1600s." If you were to study the Inquisition you would
Lnd that inquiry was actually freer then than it has been in the last couple years.
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Follow this SubStack - WMC Research - WHY THE INCREASINGLY LETHAL DAMAGE IS SO DIFFICULT TO FIND AND WHY IT CAN TAKE SO
LONG TO MANIFEST: THE SPIKE PROTEIN, ENDOTHELIAL ASSAULT, VASCULITIS, AND THE TRASH COMPACTOR SCENE FROM STAR
WARS  ~~~ wmcresearch.substack.com/.../why-the-increasingly-lethal-damage    Not being a medical professional - hard to follow, but
message is clear - beware of the Spike Protein!!
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Great visuals to this disheartening lesson, Read the comments below, here's one of the best! "As dipcult a prognosis this is, it seems
very plausible. It is extremely frightening and maddening indeed. I really cannot see the logic for the CDC, FDA, and the whole lot of
medical professionals who think a booster with two obsolete variants that contain the spike-P can be pushed as an effective and
desirable thing at all. Heaven help us all."
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a reckoning and holding those "we know" responsible to REAL account. Sounds like a familiar suggestion to me What a great idea 2.9 years
post whu-hu lab release in CHINA.
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Sigh, double sigh, Appears that in the text of the Patriot Act and the more recent CARES ACT, wording is included that has absolved
nearly all of them from any liability. Dr Mercola may want to consider interviewing an attorney on this topic. Its far worse than you
can imagine, because reducing the population by either sterilizing and deadly vaccines has been planned for at least the past 20
years or longer. THANKS TO HENRY KISSSINGER's thinking! This goes way back. Changes in wording were carefully tucked into
major legislation that either no one read, noticed or thought to question. Maybe everyone was distracted so no one was thinking at
all?
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This particular Alex Jones segment shows a Simpson's cartoon about planning for a killer virus produced 20 years ago, its worth a
watch if you have not seen it prior: "Lancet Medical Journal ConLrms Covid Vax Causes Collapse of Human Autoimmune System
part2" - www.bitchute.com/.../YwOVaNCFsh4l  - there's loads of time over the past 20 years or so to adjust Federal laws and hone
tabletop plans to create absolute medical tyranny. Seems few were watching this development, fewer still believed what they were
seeing would ever come to pass!
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rrealrose -- Correct. And the Prep Act was quietly amended, to promise that any hospital that would follow the CDC's protocols TO
THE LETTER -- including venting & putting on Remdesivir -- would NOT be liable for injury or death resulting from the treatment.
VERY evil. That's why hospitals refuse to give the meds that WOULD save lives, but rather, follow those nefarious protocols that KILL.
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The Simpson's knows all, predicts all.
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Yup, most hospital administrators are no longer medical people, instead these overblown entities lean heavily on bean counters with
MBAs, looking at lucrative payments from CMS and the potential to make a killing from these alone.
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Didn't the Jetsons have hat screen TV or monitors and microwave ovens as well as Roddenberry's original Star Trek series?
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Thanks Dr. Mercola for the article and the interview with Peter and John, that seems like a book worth reading. Its shocking the way the
WEF CDC FDA B&M Gates etc etc can trash these brilliant doctors and medical experts lives. Incidently yesterday one of our group posted a
link of an interview with Dr. Merritt and Poornima Wagh with an amazing look at viruses vaccines and a different prospective. Really
interesting, so thanks to the person who posted the link.
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Good morning and best wishes from the U.K.!   Relieved to hear that steelj . I used to Be an avid watcher of the Dan Bongino show in the
Trump days and loved his sweet family and stories around them. . Seem like a beautiful family and I was so upset to hear they had been
jibby jabbed (especially as Dan was recovering from Cancer) Mike Adams of Natural news tried to reach out to him to discourage him
having jabs - to no avail . I hope he has since been listening to the genuine doctors instead of his oncologists who just may have been
giving him bad advice.
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Apparently he has been listening to better doctors, Luckymumma. He said getting the jab was the biggest regret of his life.
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McCullough just told Dan Bongino on his Saturday Fox News TV show that since it's been over a year since he got his jabs and he's OK so
far, he is in the clear. Personally, I have no idea. But a lot of Mercola readers believe otherwise and might be interested to know he said that.
He is certainly a hero. I'm surprised the hospitals weren't advised of possible lawsuits for illegally denying care. With potentially very, very
big awards or settlements. Many running our medical establishment are not only evil, also stupid.
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snowwedding you need to take note of the work of the FLCCC alliance covid19criticalcare.com  and their protocols for the treatment
of every stage of COVID as the answer to your ongoing problems should be there.
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snowwedding: I'm afraid to ask this, but I will anyway. Have you been "vaccinated"? If you have, that will explain why the mild variant
was so much worse. From my personal experience, having all my life been especially susceptible to corona (cold) virus, the effects
of which I hear is from the spike proteins, I have cured myself of this susceptibility using garlic and, recently, methylene blue. I
speculate that the vaxxed may be able to deactivate/denature the spikes using these as a daily regimen. I'm not vaxxed, but ever
since people around me have been, I feel as if I'm under constant attack from what I presume are the spikes that people are
shedding and to which I'm unusually vulnerable. I know how to treat myself, so, of course, I never get sick, but in our new age I need
to take (usually methylene blue) every day as opposed to (garlic) every couple of weeks back in the pre-vaxx days.
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It seems there’s a growing belief that the virus was and has never been isolated. It’s a computer construct (in silico) of a certain genetic
sequence provided to the world by China. As long as China (and WHO, FDA, CDC, NIH, Fauci and company) is in the mix of this the world will
be stuck in the old paradigm of health.
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Except that the Salk Institute and Dr Richard Fleming and an article from India and others came out really early on, remarking on the
dangers of the spike protein alone, without any virus needed.
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rrealrose - that is what I understand. It is the Spike Protein. WHY THE INCREASINGLY LETHAL DAMAGE IS SO DIFFICULT TO FIND
AND WHY IT CAN TAKE SO LONG TO MANIFEST: THE SPIKE PROTEIN, ENDOTHELIAL ASSAULT, VASCULITIS, AND THE TRASH
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Yes...see the Steve Kirsch discussion w Stew Peters I posted above.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

solid POINT rrealrose!
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ggomes
Joined On 6/3/2010 9:22:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What about those of us who are not jabbed and have never gotten covid? These articles always discuss what happens if you get one of the
variants after already having it, but never anything about getting it for the Lrst time
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Depends on your health condition, most likely mild like a bad cold, or you may not even know you've got it. Check your D3 levels
above 50 (US levels) and your nebulizer w food grade H2O2 handy, ready to go, quick action may avoid most symptoms regardless of
whether its hu or covid!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the beginning of this covid, back in Feb of 2021, they announced on all the networks that people who had blood type O could not
get it, and if you did get sick it would be so mild and only for a day or two. I had gotten covid and was in a hotel room with my
husband at the time, while I was coughing and sneezing up a storm - he got nothing at all... he was blood type O, that's why we took
notice. So, what blood type are you?
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just eat what God gives us in nature and don't have to worry about getting sick. It's the only way to super-charge the immune system, so
that if you DO fall ill the body easily overcomes it. In the last 20 years my only sickness was Apr2020, I got the "hu". 3 days in bed, then I
was Lne.
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That's great! Meat? Or only plant foods?
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drdavidanderson
Joined On 7/1/2021 9:29:54 AM
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I have a high regard for Dr McCullough, but Lnd it extraordinary that he seems to have missed the central importance of combating vitamin
D deLciency, when vitamin D3 is absolutely central to the functioning of the innate (natural) immune system
(www.amazon.com/.../0956213278 ). Ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine, though effective against Covid, are not as far as we know, a
central part of natural immunity, which Vitamin D3 certainly is. And there is an extremely wide margin of safety for Vitamin D3
(cholecalciferol) supplementation, with which hypercalcaemia is extremely rare.

This of course is less for the reservoir form (25OHD3, or calcifediol) given by mouth, and certainly not the case for orally administered
1,25OHD3, (Calcitriol) which has a systemic endocrine role in controlling gut calcium absorption. I conLdently predict that by far the most
important, as well as safe and inexpensive, outcome of this disaster would be for the World Health Organisation to fund a global
programme of Universal Vitamin D3 supplementation, with monitoring of blood levels of 25OHD3 up to a level of 50 to 100 ng/ml.

Big Pharma, and Bill Gates of course, will Lght this tooth and nail, as they have strong Lnancial motives for sustaining global D-deLciency,
and all the many diseases that result from it. And an inevitable effect of each and every dose of vaccine or nucleic acid pseudo-vaccine, is
to lower blood reserves of calcifediol, the reservoir form, and so promote infections, cancers, vascular diseases, allergies, auto-immunity,
eclampsia, chronic neurological diseases, diabetes, etc etc.
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I really suggest NOT jumping in like this assuming you know Dr McCullough's early stage and prevention protocols - which were
downloaded a zillion times from his postings. Go get and read 'em!
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Joined On 8/1/2011 10:21:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I checked, & Dr. McCullough's protocol recommends 20,000 IUs of Vit D3. But you're right -- higher Vit D levels is crucial!!
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KingaBarry0
Joined On 12/8/2019 10:27:09 PM
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What about shedding of the vaccinated onto the unvaccinated? And what about the self-spreading vaccines which might be already
deployed?
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The LIVE VACCINE tech is being developed. Perhaps already deployed...
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Joined On 2/1/2008 2:33:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no need to fear strains or variants of viruses. Say goodby to the Germ Theory that perpetuates this ongoing, unnecessary fear that
keeps us a guinea pigs and lab rats within the big medical and pharma cartel$ where they would keep you $ick and di$ea$ed. Learn what
our bodies do for us and fear not! Learn that our own cells make our own viruses to detoxify us from meds/drugs/vaccines/pollution/crap
food, etc. when our bacteria can’t quite get the job done, and that our viruses are encoded with your own DNA/RNA thus not compatible
with others’ DNA/RNA therefore NOT contagious!  Virusesarenotcontagious.com
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I take it you're referring to Terrain Theory. I've read some on that, & it does make sense. Supposedly, Pasteur admitted on his
deathbed that germ theory was wrong, that Behcamp was right (with his Terrain Theory). But WHY, then, do viruses run through an
opce or family, with multiple people getting it? I've also read that Covid is not a virus. Why, then, does it seem to affect those in close
proximity? I'd love to understand this!
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Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM
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Retired, I read all day, every day. This is EXACTLY what I have uncovered. On his death bed Pasteur said, quote: "The germ is nothing.
Terrain is everything". So-called "viral"(germ) infection does not exist. Viruses are created in and only exist INSIDE the body as a
defense against something that's not right IN the body, like an acidic pH caused from 4G and 5G radiation or from eating man's
poisonous garbage, so-called "food". During the Spanish Flu researchers took snot and saliva from sick people and inserted it into
the mouths, noses, eyes and ears of healthy people. NOT EVEN ONE person got sick. Big Pharma knows all of this and has been
laughing all the way to the bank for DECADES already with their fake vaccines.
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All 60 years of unqualiLed and unsupportable "safe and effective" - dating even before the 1960's. Billions in annual proLts for what?
Worse than snake oil.
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Joined On 7/6/2010 6:10:16 AM
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Way too many of Mercola’s articles, like this one, contain Arguments that Support the Virus Myth!!!
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Good point i have been wondering about that myself thanks for pointing out
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17 Arguments that are used against the COVID-19 Narrative, most of which Prove that this so-called Pandemic is NOT an
Emergency: 9 Arguments that Perpetuate our False Belief System: #1) The Survival Rate of COVID is over 99.95% for those under 70.
#2) The Number of COVID Death counts are artiLcially inhated by 97% and putting people on Ventilators are what Killed so many in
the beginning. #3) The Cycle Threshold or CT Values of the PCR Tests are too high and produce 97% False Positives, which explains
all of the Asymptomatic Infections. #4) Face Masks are NOT Effective and are Harmful. #5) Social Distancing is NOT Effective and is
Harmful. #6) Lockdowns are NOT Effective and are Harmful.

#7) Natural Immunity is Superior to Vaccine-Induced Immunity. #8) Our Non-SpeciLc Immune System in a Healthy person is all we
need to protect ourselves without the need of a SpeciLc Immune System, which is where Vaccines supposedly come into play. #9)
Since Viruses are always Mutating, Vaccines will only work, supposedly, for a short period of time until the Virus Mutates. 8
Arguments that Challenge our Belief System: #1) COVID, the Disease, is a Scam. #2) Viruses are a Scam. #3) Vaccines are a Scam.
#4) Immunity is a Scam. #5) Allopathic Medicine is a Scam. #6) The Contagion Myth is a Scam. #7) We are the Enemy!!! #8) We are
the Heroes
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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I think he is not permitted to divulge the truth. Or, he believes he will lose a lot of subscribers.
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Very few people are informed enough to know that MOST of the Arguments people use against the COVID Narrative actually support
their Opponent’s Position!!!
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Would add the MYTH of the ASYMTOMATIC SPREADER to that list Jrose. Great list of what was intentionally done to humanity
within an agenda narrative
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Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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JohnRose - I like your list. But consider - Intelligent Thinking is understanding subtleties, nuances, duality, and shades of grey.  The
money spent ($3.9 Trillion) is real.  A SELF-FULFILLING PROPHECY: SYSTEMIC COLLAPSE AND PANDEMIC SIMULATION ~~
thephilosophicalsalon.com/a-self-fulLlling-prophecy-systemic-collapse.. . The Spike Protein is real.  WHY THE INCREASINGLY
LETHAL DAMAGE IS SO DIFFICULT TO FIND AND WHY IT CAN TAKE SO LONG TO MANIFEST: THE SPIKE PROTEIN, ENDOTHELIAL
ASSAULT, VASCULITIS, AND THE TRASH COMPACTOR SCENE FROM STAR WARS ~~
wmcresearch.substack.com/.../why-the-increasingly-lethal-damage .  And most important - the FEAR is real.  And as you stated, "
 Very few people are informed enough to know that MOST of the Arguments people use against the COVID Narrative actually support
their Opponent’s Position!!!" - most people are getting played!!.
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Cause & Effect. We can observe the effects. IMHO - the root cause is the continued transfer of control, power, and wealth from
working individuals/communities to the "The Powers that Be."
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henrysmom
Joined On 9/8/2010 2:36:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Somehow I don’t trust McCullough. He pushes monoclonal antibody treatment which I imagine was created by big pharma. I have a family
friend, unvaxxed, who came down with supposed Covid. He took a boatload of supplements and Ivermectin and was never very ill. But when
he wasn’t fully recovered in 2 days someone told him to get the antibodies. He got them and within 12 hours was very sick with low oxygen
sats. Hospitalized but thankfully refused Remdesivir and recovered eventually. Something inside me doesn’t trust McCullough.
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